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Abstract
Daguerreotypes are valued artifacts that constitute a unique historical
photographic memory of the 19th century. Understanding their surface chemistry
is important in order to conserve and, when necessary, to restore them. Coloured
highlights were often added by hand to emphasize different features on the
daguerreotype’s subjects. In the present work we report on a daguerreotype that
was hand coloured with a red pigment that was added to the cheeks of the two
subjects. A series of experiments using micro-Raman and micro-FTIR
spectroscopy and synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence microscopy and
absorption spectroscopy are used to analyze the surface and to determine the
nature of the pigment used as well as the common elements present in the
fabrication of the daguerreotypes.
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Introduction
The development of the first commercially viable photographic process, the
daguerreotype, supplied the first permanent photochemical method of historical
preservation. Known for their stunning resolution and wide range of grey tones,
daguerreotypes captured portraits and landscapes for a span of approximately
25 years between 1839 and 1860. Daguerre’s original process starts with a
highly polished, silver-coated copper plate that was sensitized to visible light
through the exposure to iodine vapour. Successive developments of the
sensitization process included further exposures to bromine and chlorine, which
increased the sensitivity of the silver plate and drastically reduced the exposure
time of the plates. Exposure to light catalyzes the formation of silver image
particles that produce a latent image on the photosensitive plate, which is then
fixed with heated mercury vapour. Residual silver halide is removed with a
sodium thiosulfate solution, rendering the developed plate insensitive to light.
The gilding step was later added by Fizeau where the treatment of the
daguerreotype with a gold chloride solution increases the contrast and improves
the durability of the final image.1-3
While Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre’s original process2 and other
subsequent improvements4 produced brilliant 19th century representations, the
commercial demand for coloured images lead to the addition of pigments over
these delicate surfaces. Due to long exposure times in the original process,
daguerreotypes often showed softened tones or blurred portions of the image as
well as expressionless faces of the living subjects.5 Colouring was often added to
mask these defects and other production flaws, as well as for artistic reasons
such as highlighting details.6 Given the popular interest in producing photographs
at the end of the 19th century, including albumen prints,7 the processes used in
daguerreotype production were widely reported in literature.6, 8-10 The work from
Willat8 notes that the most common colouring pigments used on daguerreotypes
were carmine, rouge, chrome yellow, burnt sienna, ultramarine and white and
that they should be “stippled on (not rubbed) with a small camel's-hair brush”.
Often, dry pigment powders were mixed with gum Arabic (also finely powdered),
lindseed oil or applied with a varnish onto of the completed daguerreotype.11
Simons’ publication on different photographic methods noted when colouring
daguerreotypes, carmine or pink madder are appropriate for tinting the cheek
regions of portraits.12 It should be expected however, that the colouring of
daguerreotypes was not limited to these pigments, as daguerreotypists would
have utilized whatever was available and cost-effective for their practice.
Little attention has been paid to the examination of hand-coloured
daguerreotypes although the chemical composition, origin, and degradation of
pigments is of considerable interest in the scientific museum community.13-20 Of
the little work that has been completed on identifying pigments on hand-coloured
19th century plates, blues have been attributed to Prussian blue (Fe4[Fe3(CN)6] 
nH2O) and rouge tones have been attributed to Mars red (Fe2O3). 11, 21
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The objectives of this study were i) to determine the composition of a red
pigment present on a hand-coloured daguerreotype. Scanning electron
microscopy combined with dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) was used
to determine the morphology of the pigment particles and to estimate the
elemental composition of the pigments and the surface. Raman and Fourier
transform infrared microspectroscopies were used to identify the red pigment
crystals found on the cheeks of the subjects and evaluate if binders were used; ii)
to determine the presence of other inorganic compounds on the daguerreotype
using synchrotron based X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)
spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) microscopy. The combination of
XANES spectra and XRF mapping allowed one to measure the distribution of
iron oxide particles presumably used in the polishing of the daguerrotype as well
as other elements such as chlorine and sulfur.

Materials and Methods
Sample
The 19th century daguerreotype examined in this study was purchased from an
antique bookstore (Attic Book, London, ON, Canada) (Figure 1). At the time of
purchase, the daguerreotype was in a frame including a cover glass. Upon
removal of the plate from its case, text was found within the interior frame, which
supplied the title of the image, Bust of Lady, the family name of the two subjects
(Rounds) and the location of origin (Wood River, Nebraska, USA). Presumably
developed in the mid-19th century, this historic daguerreotype was acquired by
Attic Books from the estate of Don Hensley, a former professor in English studies
department at The University of Western Ontario, London, ON.

Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the studied daguerreotype after removal of the
encapsulating frame. (b) Backside of frame that contained identification of family name
and location.
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Reference Dye Sample
Carmine (Alum lake of carminic acid) was purchased from Fischer Scientific and
was used as the reference sample. CAS: 1390-65-4 Purity Grade: Pure Assay:
≥42.0% (carminic acid).

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy images were collected with a LEO (Zeiss) 1540XB
FIB/SEM equipped with a EDX detector (Oxford Instruments X max 50 detector).
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy examination was collected with the SEM
EDX detector and analysis was performed with INCA analysis software. Imaging
was performed at 1 kV with a working distance of 4 mm and backscattered
imaging at 10 kV and 9 mm. The intensity of the collected X-rays were used to
quantify the carbon K-edge, oxygen K-edge, sulfur K-edge, silver L-edge,
gold M-edge, and mercury M-edge.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared spectra were collected using a Thermo Scientific
Nicolet Continuum FTIR Microscope under reflectance mode, with a liquid
nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector, x15/0.58 NA objective and a
resolution of 2 cm-1. The number of scans ranged between 128 and 200.

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded with a LabRAM HR (Horiba Scientific)
spectrometer combined with a confocal microscope using an excitation
wavelength of 785 nm. A liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD detector with a 600
grooves/mm grating and a pinhole set at 150 m pinhole were used. A
microscope objective of x100/0.9 NA was used. Acquisition times varied between
10 to 40 s. At the sample, the laser power was recorded at 500 W for the 785
nm laser for the daguerreotype and 5 mW for reference powder pigments. All
measurements were collected in the backscattering geometry.

Synchrotron Radiation Analysis
Two-dimensional XRF maps and the XANES spectra were collected at the
SXRMB (06B1-1) line of the Canadian Light Source (CLS) using the medium
energy X-ray microprobe end station.22 An incident energy of 7130 eV, just above
the Fe K-edge of 7112 eV, was utilized for the XRF mapping. Elements of
interest for the XRF maps were Ag, Au, Hg, Cl, I, Si, S, and Fe. A 4-element
Si(Li) drift detector set with a CCD camera was used and the sample was
mounted on a 3-axis (X, Y and Z) sample stage. A micro-ion chamber was
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placed in between the Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) micro-focusing mirrors for beam
alignment and monitoring. The spot size of the beam at the specimen was ~10
µm × 10 µm. X-ray fluorescence maps were created and analyzed using the
SMAK software program.23 All XRF maps were normalized to I0. The beam was
monochromatized by a Si(111) double crystal monochromator; Ag, Cl, and S
XANES were collected in fluorescence (FLY) mode by setting an energy window
at the Ag L and the Cl and S K fluorescence. The Ag L3-edge XANES was
collected with a 2.00 eV step size below, 0.15 eV step size at, and 0.75 eV step
size above the edge. The Cl K-edge XANES was collected with the same set of
parameters. The S K-edge was collected with a 2.00 eV steps below, 0.20 eV
step at, and a 0.75 eV step above the edge. Calibration, background subtraction,
normalization, and averaging of all collected spectra were conducted using the
Athena software package.24 The inflection point at the edge was determined by
taking the first derivative of each spectrum following the procedure outlined by
Ravel.25

Results and Discussion
Microscopy Examination and Elemental Distribution with
SEM-EDX
The daguerreotype image is formed as a result of the reflection and scattering of
light by the image particles on the surface. These image particles, which vary in
size, shape, and distribution depending on the relative light intensity received
during the exposure, produce a range of grey tones that characterize the
daguerreian image.26, 27 Regions exposed to a relatively greater light intensity
(i.e., highlight regions; Figure 2a) produced image particles relatively uniform in
structure and density (defined as the number of image particles per unit area).
For highlight areas the particle density has been estimated as ~2 × 105
particles/mm2. Little to no exposure (i.e., dark regions; Figure 2b) yielded image
particles variable in size and shape with low surface density (< 100
particles/mm2). These particle density values only serve as relative estimates and
not absolute figures, for differing production environments (i.e., intensity of light,
time of exposure, nature of the silver halide layer, etc.) will impact the image
particle density on the daguerreotype surface. Examples of daguerreotype
particles distribution are shown in Figure 2 from three distinct areas. The
woman’s left eye was chosen for analysis as it contains both dark and light
areas. This particle distribution is consistent with previous work.4 The SEM
images collected of the cheek region (Figure 2c) shows that there are a variety
of pigment particles present, with many of them appearing as octahedral-shaped
crystals with dimensions less than 1 m and organized as aggregates. The
pigment particles are surrounded by image particles that are evenly dispersed
and relatively uniform in size and shape, consistent with those observed in
highlight regions.
The density of the image particles on the cheek is lower than that observed
in the white of the woman’s left eye thus producing a less white region as
5

compared to the eye. Relative to the image particles in the eye region, the ones
on the cheek do appear to be flattened. This may be due to the method in which
the pigment was possibly applied using a small brush.8

Figure 2. Secondary electron SEM imaging of (a) highlight, (b) dark, and (c) coloured
regions from the Bust of Lady daguerreotype. (a) Highlight region collected from the
white of woman’s left eye with (b) dark region collected from the woman’s left iris. (c)
Coloured region collected from the woman’s left cheek.
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Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy combined with the SEM instrument,
was used to study the distribution of C, O, Fe, Ag, S and Hg in the vicinity of
pigments as shown in Figures 3a-h. The distribution of O and C are co-localized
with the pigment meanwhile the silver distribution is the weakest on the location
of the pigment due to a shadowing effect from the pigment. In these specific
locations (Figures 3b,c), the atomic % was determined for both C and O. Weight
percentage of 26.2% was measured for C and 20.33 weight % for O. Presence of
Al is confirmed (0.48% weight) and is also co-localized with the pigment crystals
(Figure 3d) due to the presence of Al center in the dye structure. Although only
the pigment particles were selected to determine the elemental weight
percentages, a strong contribution of Ag substrate is present in these
measurements (42.8% weight, Figure 3e) emphasizing the limitation of using
EDX to determine quantitatively the composition of the pigment particle alone.
Other elements such as Au (6.31% weight), Cu (1.63% weight) were detected as
well as traces of Na (0.31% weight), Mg (0.28% weight), S (0.27% weight,
Figure 3f), Ca (0.67% weight) and Hg (0.42% weight, Figure 3g) were detected.
Interestingly the presence of Au indicates that the daguerreotype was gilded to
increase its contrast.
While Fe was observed with SEM-EDX the iron particles appear to be
distributed evenly over the surface of the daguerreotype (Figure 3h) and do not
appear to be constituent of an iron-based pigment such as Mars red.10, 21 The
presence of iron particles is presumably originating from the polishing agent used
to attain the mirror finish, which required for a high quality image in the
production process.28 Additionally, Figures 3f,g show the distribution of S and
Hg, which are contained in the particles forming the image particles and appear
to be co-localized. These particles are forming the optical contrast in the
Daguerre photography process.4
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Figure 3. (a) An SEM image of the selected area. The elemental distribution for C (b),
O (c) and Al (d) match the morphology of the dye crystals shown in (a). The distribution
of silver (e) shows an inverted contrast with a weaker silver signal in the regions
corresponding to the dye crystals. Other elements like S (f), Hg (g) and Fe (h) are
distributed randomly over the silver surface. The pigment crystals of the SEM image in
(a) have been slightly colourized for better visualization.

RAMAN Analysis
Raman microscopy measurements were conducted on pigment particles that
could be localized under an optical microscope. Aggregates of red pigments
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could be easily observed using 100x N.A. 0.9 microscope objective. The
excitation laser at 785 nm was selected because of reduced fluorescence
background inherent to probing colourful dyes. A variety of red pigments, which
were used in mid-19th century art production for pigments as well as binders,
were examined as references using Raman and FTIR microscopy. The spectra
of alizarin crimson, alizarin, carminic acid were also collected but did not show
any common spectral features with the pigments present on the daguerreotype.
Shown in Figure 4 are the Raman spectra of pure carmine and the pigment used
to colour the daguerreotype shown in Figure 2c. The matching of the two spectra
clearly lead to the identification of the carmine pigment as the material used to
colour the cheeks of the subjects. The spectra acquired on the daguerreotype
were much more sensitive to the laser power than for the pure pigment. SERS
effects from the underlying silver substrate were possibly the source of a more
highly localized electromagnetic field, which might result in photo-induced
damage. For this reason the excitation intensity of the laser source was limited to
500 W for the daguerreotype sample.
The wavenumbers associated with the Raman spectra of the carmine dye and the
crystals present on daguerreotype were compared and are reported in Table I. The
1100-1660 cm-1 region is characteristic of the carmine pigment29, 30 and matches
the red pigment spectra on the daguerreotype as shown in Figure 4a. Specifically,
the main peaks observed in the daguerreotype were located at 1103, 1253, 1310,
1414, 1479, 1530 cm-1. The 1103 cm-1 (m) and the 1310 cm-1 (s) bands can be
assigned to the C-C stretching.31 The contributions at 1184, 1414, 1479 and 1530
cm-1 with medium intensities correspond to bending (C-H) bond, stretching (C=CO-), stretching (C=C)+bending (C-H), and stretching (COO-), respectively. 29, 32-34
Finally there is a very weak wavenumber band of 1655 cm-1, which corresponds to
a stretching (C=O) or (C=C).32 Furthermore, the weak band at 858 cm-1 is related
to the Al-OH and is indicative of the carmine aluminum complex.35 In addition, there
is another band (1300-1320 cm-1) corresponding to a stretching COO- that is also
bonded to the aluminum complex. That was noticed in previous studies when
comparing carminic acid pigment spectra, not having aluminum centered complex,
to carmine pigment.36, 37
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Figure 4. (a) Raman spectra of pigments located on the cheeks of the two subjects and
reference Raman spectra acquired on pure carmine pigment. (b) Molecular structure of
carmine.
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Table I. Wavenumbers of the carmine and dye crystals on daguerreotype and
assignment of the vibrational modes. , stretching; , bending. vs: very strong, s:
strong, m: medium, w: weak, vw: very weak.
Carmine reference
Wavenumber (cm-1)
858w
1107m
1187w
1227w
1254s
1316vs
1426m
1484m
1529m
1650w

Daguerreotype
Wavenumber (cm-1)
853vw
1103m
1184m
1225w
1253m
1310s
1414m
1479m
1530m
1655vw

Assignment
(Al-OH)
(C-C)
(C-H)
(CH2)+(C-H)
 (C=C),  (C-OH),  (C-H)
(C–OH), (C-C)
(C=C-O-)
(C=C)+ (C–H)
(COO−)
 (C=O)+ (C=C)

FTIR Analysis
Micro-FTIR mapping measurements were conducted on the daguerreotype
surface as well as carmine reference deposited on a polished silver plate. The
resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5. The spectra show similarities but the
relative contributions of the overlapping bands in the [1000-1800] cm-1 spectral
range are not necessarily identical. These differences may arise from the
properties of the supporting silver surfaces, different metals used in the
preparation of carmine from carminic acid and/or the degradation in the
environment.38 The daguerreotype silver has obviously undergone a variety of
chemical exposures and may have been subject to varying environments over
the past 150 years. In contrast, the reference pigment was deposited over a
freshly prepared and polished silver surface. The background reflectance spectra
were conducted for each sample (i.e. the daguerreotype and the polished silver)
on a selected area on the silver plate without the presence of particles. The
difference of background may also explain the spectral differences observed in
the FTIR spectra. However, despite these differences, these FTIR spectra are in
substantial agreement with the Raman spectra and support the use of carmine
for the colouring of the daguerreotype. The IR spectra were compared against
binders such as Arabic gum and linseed oil excluding their presence in the
present coloured daguerreotype.
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1414
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1565
1640
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1566
1642
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1000

1500
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dye on Ag plate

3000

-1

Wavenumber /cm

Figure 5. Micro-FTIR spectra collected on the reference carmine dye deposited as
powder onto a freshly polished silver plate and pigment deposited approximately 150
years ago onto a daguerreotype plate.

Table II. FTIR spectra of carmine pigment and crystals on the daguerreotype. :
stretching, : bending. vs: very strong, s: strong, m: medium, w: weak, vw: very
weak, sh: sharp.
Carmine pigment
Wavenumber (cm-1)
1009m,sh ; 1079s;
1252m; 1289m
1414m
1469m
1565s,sh
1640w
2858w, 2928w

Daguerreotype
Wavenumber (cm-1)
1016w, 1081w, 1294w

Assignment

1411s
--1566s, sh
1642w
2850w, 2915w

(O-H)
(C-H)
(C=C) aromatic
(C=C)
(C-H)

(C-O)
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The main IR bands found on the daguerreotype are located at 1016, 1081, 1294,
1411, 1566, 1642, 2850 and 2915 cm-1 and are summarized in Table II. The
functional groups associated to the indicated bands coincide with the chemical
structure of carmine. Bending and stretching (C-O) modes are observed for the
1016, 1081 and 1294 cm-1 peaks that may be due to the presence of glucose. In
particular the band at 1081 cm-1 is assigned to the scissoring mode of glucose (CO) and (O-H).39 The medium peak of 1411 cm-1 indicates a bending (O-H) that
correspond to a carboxylic acid.40 The aromatic rings contained in the carmine
structure have characteristic strong and weak bands located at 1566 and 1642 cm1
, respectively. The bands of 2858 and 2928 cm-1, both defined as weak peaks,
correspond to a stretching (C-H)39.

Synchrotron SXRF and XANES Analysis
X-ray fluorescence imaging and XANES spectroscopy analysis of the woman’s
left cheek is shown in

Figure 6. The distribution of iron in the XRF image in Figure 6 is identical to that
obtained by SEM-EDX (Figure 3). This dissemination is consistent with the use
of an iron-based abrasive during preparation of the silver plate rather than the
result post-production pigmentation.
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Figure 6. (a) XANES spectra for Fe collected from the woman’s cheek. The location of
the spot analyzed is by a circle on the synchrotron XRF Fe image. (b) Selected area on
the women face for the synchrotron XRF image collection. (c) Synchrotron XRF images
collected from the woman’s left cheek. Only Ag, Cl, Fe and S are shown for clarity.
Three primary features make up the iron K-edge: a weak pre-edge feature (i =
7110 eV) that is the result of a formally dipole-forbidden transition, a shoulder (ii
= 7123.2 eV) on the absorption edge from a 1s  4s transition (iii = 7130 eV),
and a 1s  3d transition after the edge (iv = 7141.8 eV).41 These features are
followed by a broad oscillation at 7183.4 eV (peak v). As the location of the
absorption threshold is indicative of the Fe–O bond length (i.e. a shorter
interatomic distance corresponds to a higher edge location)42 the XANES
technique is extremely sensitive to the chemical environment and local geometry
of the element of interest. The location of the edge jump as well as the location of
the oscillations within the XANES spectrum, which was collected in the vicinity of
a coloured region on the woman’s left cheek, shows the presence of both γFe2O3 and α-Fe3O4, indicative of a mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ present on the
surface. This finding, along with the distribution pattern observed in the XRF
image and EDX elemental mapping is consistent with the use of an iron oxide
polishing agent during preparation of the silver plate.
Figure 7 shows the XRF maps for Ag, Cl, S, and Fe collected from the
woman’s left eye away from any dye crystals. This region was chosen for its wide
range of gray tones within a small region. The variable intensity of the Ag
fluorescence image may be attributed to X-ray absorption by gold and mercury in
the image particles. The sulfur distribution shows a close association with the
image particles and may be the result of the thiosulfate used in fixing the image,
during gilding, and/or trace atmospheric gases. 4, 27, 43, 44 The chlorine may be
residual silver chloride, residue from the gilding step and/or trace atmospheric
gases.27 Silver chloride, which is one of the most commonly identified tarnishes
on daguerreotype surfaces, could also arise from post-production conditions. For
instance, typical concentrations of chlorine within the museum environment has
been reported as HCl (0.4 ppb).45, 46 The distribution of iron shows a uniform
pattern across the selected eye area, which also matches the distribution signal
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from the cheek region, an observation consistent with the use of an iron-based
abrasive during daguerreotype production.

Figure 7. XRF maps of Ag, Cl, S, and Fe from the woman’s left eye region.

Conclusions
Examination of pigment on the daguerreotype surface is challenging due to the
complexity of the surface as well as low concentrations of the pigment. Fe Kedge XANES revealed iron oxide present on the surface. While iron oxide was
used in the hand-colouring of 19th century daguerreotypes, the distribution
observed in the Fe XRF maps collected at both the eye and cheek of the woman
are consistent with residue from the polishing agent. The SEM-EDX results are
supporting this finding since Fe was not associated with the pigment particles.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectra obtained from the
coloured area are essentially identical to those obtained from a carmine
reference sample. The identification of carmine, an organic pigment, on the
surface of this daguerreotype suggests that any conservation procedures applied
to coloured areas should avoid exposure of these regions to solvents likely to
dissolve organics. Submersion in cleaning solvent may be detrimental to the
integrity of the original image unless preliminary tests of carmine pigment on a
silver substrate demonstrate to be resistant to the proposed cleaning methods.
Future work will address these limitations inherent to these hand-coloured plates.
15
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